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Welcome back!

2 The second question

3 The third question

Contents

1A Why are there no
dinosaurs today? 8–9

It was … They were …
Nouns Art, English,
Geography, History, Maths,
Science, Social Studies, Sport
dinosaur, subject, test,
timetable
Verbs ask(ed), choose, 
reply (replied), say (said),
shout(ed), travel, type(d)
Adjective first
Determiner each

1B Back in time! 10–11

It wasn't … They weren't …
Hurry up!
Nouns meat eater, million,
plant eater
Adjectives ago, different,
slow
Preposition under

1C www.cambridge.org/
compo 12–13

How many … were there? 
There were …
Yum yum.
Nouns lake, lunch, 
meteorite, minute, 
weather
Verb cover

1D STORYTIME
Monster in the lake

14–15

Nouns evaluation, 
fisherman / fishermen, 
fishing boat, hill, Loch Ness,
monster, picnic, problem, 
project, Scotland, 
submarine
Verbs be on holiday, enjoy

2A Who invented money?
16–17

What did she do?
On Thursday she played
football in the park.
Regular past simple
Nouns century, country,
dinner, heads, money,
music, pocket, purse, tails,
week
Verbs buy, cook(ed), 
invent(ed), toss(ed), 
walk the dog
Adjectives 21st, frightening,
horrible, second

2B Where did they go?
18–19

Where did the children go?
They went to China. 
Did you go to the cinema?
Yes, I did. / No, I didn't.
Regular and irregular past
simple
Nouns camp, China, 
market, paper money
Verbs fill(ed), look(ed) for,
pack(ed) up, buy (bought),
come (came), find (found),
get (got) ready, give (gave),
have (had), run (ran), sell (sold) 
Adjective Chinese
Adverb next

2C www.cambridge.org/
compo 20–21
Nouns bread, British,
column, film, Lydia, Lydian,
meal, restaurant, Roman,
theatre, vegetable
Verbs exchange(d), 
make (made), start(ed),
study (studied), win
Adjectives false, gold,
heavy, silver

2D CULTURE TIME
Earning money in 
the USA 22–23
How much …?
Nouns bar chart, birthday 
present, CD, comic, dollar, 
fizzy drink, job, money box,
pocket money, survey,
table, the USA, ticket
Verbs clean (the kitchen),
do the shopping, do the
washing up, earn, make 
the beds, work in the 
garden
Adjectives alone, same

3A Is there a yeti? 26–27
Harry's boots are smaller / 
bigger / longer / shorter
than Helen's. English is
more difficult than Science.
Nouns flower, hour, power,
scarf, sunshine, syllable, yeti
Verbs laugh(ed), prefer(red),
remember, tell (told)
Adjectives adjectives � –er,
more � adjectives, dark,
important, third

3B The worst day 28–29
This is the coldest / the
most beautiful place in 
the world.
Nouns footprint, fox, 
information, journey, 
rabbit, the UK, tomorrow 
Verb drop(ped)
Adjectives adjectives� –est, 
most � adjectives, best,
worst
Adverb suddenly

3C www.cambridge.org/
compo 30–31
Nouns Africa, Asia, desert,
encyclopaedia, group, 
village
Verbs believe, come out,
describe, eat (ate), sleep
(slept), take (took)
Adjective large
Preposition above

3D STORYTIME
Coyote girl 32–33
Nouns chain story, cloth,
coyote, cup, example,
grandmother, maiden, pet,
student, trick
Verbs catch (caught), correct,
cry, discuss, drink (drank), fall
asleep, look after, pass, play
a trick, turn into, wake
(woke) up
Adjectives kind, unkind

A Some new friends 4–5

can / can't What's … got? He's / She's got …
Nouns bar, chocolate, power pack
Verb go swimming
Pronoun everyone

B Hello, Compo! 6–7
I'm / He's / She's / You're …ing. No, I'm not.
Nouns part, screen
Verb dance
Adjective complete

REVISION Units 1 and 2 24–25

Revision of language from Primary Colours 2

was / were, wasn't / weren't1 The first question

Regular and irregular past simple

Comparatives and superlatives
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4 The fourth question

6 The last question

5 The fifth question

REVISION Units 5 and 6 60–61

Songs 62–64

6A How can we help 
in an accident? 52–53
Shall I / we …?
What’s the matter?
Nouns accident, back, 
bandage, beach, bee sting,
blood, choking, first aid,
glass, hanky, ice, plaster,
swim, thermometer, tweezers
Verbs choke, cut, hit, hurt,
lie (down), meet (met), must
Adjectives clear, lovely, low
Preposition over

6B Home! 54–55
What do they like doing?
I like …ing. Harry likes
…ing.
Noun email
Verb land

6C www.cambridge.org/
compo 56–57
Nouns cut, dialogue
Adjectives awake, pleased

6D CULTURE TIME
A day in an English
school 58–59
Nouns assembly, break time,
dining room, dinner lady,
England, floor, hall, 
headteacher, library, pie,
playground, size, skipping,
snack, sound, uniform, verse
Verb wear
Adjectives comfortable,
English
Determiner own

4A Does everyone eat 
the same food? 34–35
Have you got any oranges?
Yes, I have. / No, I haven't.
I've got some apples.
Nouns basket, biscuit,
crisps, pattern, pizza, rice,
spaghetti, supermarket,
tomato, type, yoghurt
Verb sit (sat)
Adjectives fourth, 
negative, positive
Determiners any, some

4B I’m hungry 36–37
What would you like to eat /
drink?
Can I have some / a … ,
please?
Sorry, we haven't got any …
Bye!
Nouns cheeseburger, 
chicken, chips, coffee, cola,
curry, hot dog, lemonade,
menu, milk shake, noodles,
orange juice, pasta, potato,
salad, spring roll, tea, 
waiter, waitress
Adjectives American, 
Indian, Italian

4C www.cambridge.org/
compo 38–39
How much …? How many …?
Would you like any …?
Anything else? 
Anything to drink?
I'd like some …, please.
Some …, please.
Nouns breakfast, customer,
evening, line, lunch time,
peas, salt
bowl (of rice), can (of fizzy
drink), litre (of water), slice
(of bread)
Adjectives other, wonderful
Pronoun none
Determiner every

4D CULTURE TIME
What do they 
eat in Australia? 40–41
Nouns Australian, 
barbecue, celebration, 
dictionary, farmer, gold
mine, grape, lorry, melon,
role play, south, sugar cane,
text, train
Verbs arrive(d), design, 
fish, kill, meet, prepare
Adjective easy

5A How can we 
clean the world? 44–45
People should / shouldn't …
Are you ready?
Nouns bin, hygiene, kind,
pollution, recycling bin,
road safety, rubbish, 
shopping bag, smoke
Verbs recycle, reduce,
reuse, throw (out)
Adjectives dirty, fifth, 
plastic
Adverb carefully
Determiner both

5B What did we do? 46–47
She's going to ride her bike.
This person isn’t going to play
tennis.
Nouns battery, future, machine,
past, person, smell, street, tip
Verbs fly (flew), separate
Adjectives bad, clean
Pronoun everything

5C www.cambridge.org/
compo 48–49
Nouns bottom, compost bin,
electricity, peel, rainwater,
reeds, solar panel, tank, tin, 
wind generator
Verbs explain, finish, label
Adjectives better, neat

5D STORYTIME
How Rainbow Snake
started the world 50–51
Nouns dotted line, middle,
thumb, tummy
Verbs hold, tickle
Adjective fat
Preposition along
Pronoun someone

REVISION Units 3 and 4 42–43

Some and any

Should / shouldn’t, going to

Shall, like ...ing
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